Abstract-A simple procedure that suppresses artefact from ultra-wideband (UWB) synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images is proposed and verified using experimental data. The proposed imaging solution is useful for imaging small objects located in the near-field region with less ambiguity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology and its use in imaging and sensing have drawn significant interest in the last two decades. Extensive studies have contributed to utilizing UWB transient scattering for automated target recognition [1] and imaging purposes [2] , [3] . In [2] and [3] , a UWB synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging algorithm was presented and applied for subsurface object imaging. One limitation of the algorithm is that an artefact in the imaging procedure causes ambiguity. In this work, a simple modified procedure is proposed to reduce such artefact. The feasibility of the proposed algorithm is presented and verified using experimental data.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The UWB imaging system for objects in near-field region is shown in Fig.1 . It consists of a self-grounded Bow-Tie antenna [4] , [5] located in front of the object, a verticallyplaced rectangular metal plate. To obtain multiple views, the metal plate is placed in 68 equal-spaced positions along a straight line of 1088 mm long, and the monostatic responses at each of these 68 positions are measured using a network vector analyzer (VNA) from 0.5 GHz to 13 GHz. The above setup is equivalent to the case that a single antenna moves along a straight line in front of the static object, and transmits and receives the monostatic responses at these 68 positions, as shown in Fig. 2 . Therefore, the SAR algorithm can be employed to have an imaging of the object.
In order to have a high flexible and accurate positioning system for the measurement at a low cost in this study, a straight path of 1088 mm long was built up of 68 Duplos LEGO blocks, shown in Fig.1 . Each Duplos block has a length of 16 mm, and the distance between the antenna and the LEGO path is 715 mm. The entire measurement is performed in an anechoic chamber in this preliminary study, so that the reflections from surroundings are minimized. We have developed an algorithm to suppress the reflections from indoor environment and will soon apply it into this imaging project.
The monostatic responses in time domain, which is used for image reconstruction, are obtained via an Inverse Fourier Transform of the frequency samples provided by the VNA measurement.
III. IMAGING ALGORITHM PRINCIPLE An object with a simple geometry, a metal sheet with a length of 100 mm, is considered for the imaging, shown in Fig. 1 . When the object is placed at the 68 position, it is equivalent to that the object is located in front of an array of 68 antenna elements, shown in Fig. 2 . This setup is similar to those described in [2] , [3] , except for that only the monostatic responses are measured and used here. The intensity of each pixel ( , ) is given by
where is the received signal of antenna , and , , is the round-trip time delay between the th antenna and the 
IV. MODIFIED ALGORITHM AND RESULTS
The image is reconstructed by using (1) and shown in Fig. 3  (up) . The vertically-placed metal plate is observed but it comes with a "smile" shape around it. This smiling is an undesirable artefact introduced from the algorithm. The reason is discussed as follows.
When the image is constructed, the distance and the round-trip delay = 2 / between the antenna and the pixel are calculated. Then, the signal ( = ) is chosen. If the object is present at this pixel, a strong signal ( = ) is picked up and used for image reconstruction for this pixel. However, the same value is also picked up for other pixels with the same distance away from the same antenna position. Thus, an artefact arc is formed. In this work, a simple metallic plate is used and the arc forms a "smile" in the resultant image.
To remove this artefact, we use the same antenna moving in the other side of the object, say behind the object. The Fig.3 (down) . It is observed that the "smile" is changed to a "crying" in the image. By a correlation of these two images -each pixel intensities of the two images are multiplied by each other, the "smile" and the "crying" are canceled while the object image remains. The resultant image is shown in Fig.4 and it is clear that the artefact has been significantly suppressed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Imaging of object in the near-field region using a modified UWB-SAR algorithm is presented. The "smile" artefact, which is inherited in the original algorithm, is effectively suppressed using the proposed procedures. The feasibility of the algorithm is demonstrated using experimental data. Future work will focus on better solutions to suppress such artefact using an algorithm for estimating the Direction of Arrival (DOA) of signals.
